The exceptional generosity of our donors enables Project 440 to support young musicians in Philadelphia, providing them with the highest level college readiness and entrepreneurship training. We recognize our donors through benefits designed to acknowledge your contribution and bring you closer to Project 440's work.

Giving Levels are as follows:

**Entrepreneurs (up to $249)**
*Would sponsor a guest speaker at the annual College Fair.*
Entrepreneurs receive acknowledgment on the Project 440 website and an invitation to attend our Doing Good Graduation, where students present the entrepreneurial projects they've designed in our course.

**Seed Funders ($250 to $999)**
*Would provide seed funding so students can implement an entrepreneurial project.*
Seed Funders receive the benefits above as well as an invitation to attend one of our popular Project 440 Salons, featuring musicians from the Philadelphia Orchestra and Project 440 students.

**Instrument for Success ($1,000 to $2,999)**
*Would ensure we provide students with top-quality Teaching Artists.*
Instruments for Success receive the benefits above as well as a special thank you in the Project 440 Newsletter.

**Doing Gooders ($3,000 to $4,999)**
*Would provide students with program participation stipends, ensuring accessibility and equity.*
Doing Gooders receive all the benefits described above as well as an invitation to our Doing Good Graduation pre-event reception.

**The A-Team ($5,000+)**
*Would help build organizational capacity in areas such as evaluation and curriculum development.*
The A-Team receives all the benefits described above as well as an annual feature on the Project 440 blog recognizing their dedication to our work, a listing in all printed materials and an annual meeting with Joseph Conyers, Project 440's Executive Director.

Donate Online at Project440.org